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Abstract

Incident ultraviolet radiation from sunlight varies in intensity and spectrum with season and latitude and has both deleterious and beneficial effects on health in older people. Sunlight is the major preventable risk factor for skin cancer. Non melanoma skin cancer is the commonest malignancy in a pale skinned older population, but the mortality is extremely low. Intermittent sun exposure is a risk factor for the more dangerous melanoma but chronic sun exposure and outdoor occupation may be protective. Public health advice has tended to concentrate on the dangers of sun exposure despite the absence of any data that increased sun exposure correlates with raised all-cause mortality.

Inadequate sun exposure carries its own risks, and the older population are particularly sun deprived as recorded by low serum Vitamin D levels and lack of outdoor activity. Sunlight has health benefits dependently and independently of vitamin D synthesis. Low serum vitamin D levels correlate with increased morbidity and mortality but the direction of association is not always clear. Vitamin D has a causal role in calcium and phosphate metabolism, in skeletal health and probably reduction of colorectal cancer. Evidence is weak for a role in cardiovascular health, but mobilisation of nitric oxide by UVA radiation from nitrate stores in skin, with consequent reduction in BP, may account for the observed reduction in cardiovascular disease and all-cause mortality with increased sun exposure. Advice on healthy sun exposure needs to be reconsidered, with reduction in all-cause mortality and morbidity as the primary end point.
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Introduction

Public health and advisory bodies currently advise that sun exposure (UV radiation) should be limited based on the associated adverse effects of which the most important is the development of skin cancer. [1]
The risks from excessive UV exposure are well established but benefits on several markers of health are also emerging, in addition to the main effect of cutaneous vitamin D synthesis. The association between vitamin D deficiency and a number of serious non-skeletal conditions is well described in the literature. It is unclear if vitamin D itself is responsible for all these relationships or is a surrogate marker of UV exposure, and other mechanisms are implicated. Biological effects of UV separate to Vitamin D photosynthesis are now being explored due to the apparent reduction in all cause mortality in populations with increased UV exposure.

The mortality and morbidity associated with hypertension and vascular disease in the older population far exceeds that of skin cancer and we will review the hypotheses pertaining to the role of UV in blood pressure modulation, cardiovascular disease and stroke.

There is significant variation in UV exposure dependent on latitude and environmental factors. Sun exposure advice should thus be tailored to local ambient conditions and geographical location.

The objectives of this review are to explore the evidence for the harm and benefit of UV exposure in the older adult population. Some of these benefits will be vitamin D related but we also explore the benefits that may be independent of vitamin D levels.

Search Strategy

Pubmed, Medline, Embase, Cinahl and The Cochrane Databases were searched. No date or language restrictions were placed on the articles origins. Bibliographies from papers were also analysed for additional relevant publications.

All the articles were obtained and evaluated for relevance. Only those with the most relevance were used in this review. Key search words used in combination were: Ultraviolet Rays, Ultraviolet, UV, UV radiation, sunlight, sunlight exposure, old age, elderly, geriatric, aged, Benefit and harm. Finally, 50 articles were selected for inclusion.

Ultraviolet Radiation

Ultraviolet or solar radiation can be categorised according to its wavelength into UVA, UVB and UVC. Sunlight is predominantly comprised of UVA – 90% and UVB – 10%. Less than 2.5 % of the sun’s radiation permeates through the earth’s atmosphere and UVC is absorbed before reaching the Earth’s surface [2]. Incident UV at the Earth’s surface varies due to changes in atmospheric absorption, time of day, latitude, altitude, cloud cover and season.

Biological activity is wavelength dependant with UVA penetrating deeper into the dermis whilst UVB is largely absorbed within the epidermis. These wavelength differences determine the location and type of biological activity. Excessive exposure results in acute keratinocyte damage, apoptosis
and mutation to p53 suppressor genes. UVA damages DNA indirectly through free radical formation and oxidative injury, while UVB radiation causes direct DNA damage with signature mutations predisposing to skin cancers. Other biological effects of UV include photo ageing, inflammation and burning in addition to Vitamin D synthesis [3].

UVA – (315-400nm), UVB (280-315nm) and UVC (100-280nm)


Fig.1. Types of ultraviolet radiation.

Risk versus Benefit

Policies strictly limiting sun exposure are now being challenged in older adults [4]. 20% of the UK population aged > 65yrs cannot recall the last episode of any form of outdoor exercise [5] and vitamin D deficiency in the older population is widespread [6].
Vitamin D

The key role of Vitamin D is to optimise calcium and phosphate absorption from the gut, but it probably has beneficial health effects beyond this.

Once absorbed in the gut or produced in the skin, vitamin D is hydroxylated to 25OHD by the liver. Serum levels of 25OHD are used as indicators of Vitamin D status. 1, 25 OHD – (calcitriol) - the biologically active form is produced in the kidney. Renal production of calcitriol is regulated by calcium via PTH.
There is a general consensus that a level of 25(OH) D <25 nmol/l (or 10 ng/ml) is deficient but there is less agreement with regard to what the optimal level of circulating 25(OH) D should be. Despite this, specific serum levels have been recommended with respect to bone health and also suggested to reduce the risk of non skeletal illnesses [8].

Skin production of vitamin D is governed and influenced by a number of racial and environmental factors [9]. Vitamin D deficiency is linked to an increasing number of pathological processes although controversy regarding the causality in these associations continues particularly as Vitamin D “deficiency” is very prevalent.

Recommendations regarding the optimal duration of sun / UVB exposure to enable “adequate” vitamin D synthesis are complicated by variations in UV intensity relating to latitude, time of day, season, cloud cover, skin pigmentation and clothing [10]. Pigmented skin requires longer UV exposure to synthesise vitamin D due to UVB absorption by melanin.

Attempts have been made to take into account environmental and racial differences when recommending sun exposure time [11]. Prolonged sun exposure does not cause Vitamin D levels to continue to rise indefinitely. With age, human skin atrophies and there is a resultant reduction in dermal synthesis of vitamin D after exposure to UVB [12]. This reduction in vitamin D photosynthesis is compounded by older adults also spending less time in sunlight due to attitudes, opportunity and frailty [13].

Lower serum levels of Vitamin D are unsurprisingly linked with multimorbidity and ill health but the direction of the association is unclear. A large number of intervention studies with oral Vitamin D supplementation have been performed to resolve this question. These have recently been meta-analysed, although different trial designs of the underlying studies (dose of vitamin D; concomitant administration or not of calcium; entry criteria; duration of intervention) have meant that even these large meta-analyses have not been consistent in their findings.

A meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials by Zheng et al suggested a reduction in all-cause mortality with Vitamin D supplementation [14] but only after long term (greater than 3 years) supplementation.

A separate meta-analysis concluded that Vitamin D3 supplementation appeared to reduce mortality only in older female subjects living either independently or in institutional care [15].

Analysis of observational studies and intervention studies of Vitamin D supplementation did not demonstrate a reduction in malignancy with supplementation and it was thus postulated that low vitamin D levels may merely be a marker of poor health [16].

A different approach to the question of the effects of Vitamin D on all cause mortality is to use the natural experiment of Mendelian randomisation. Several genetic polymorphisms carried in the population lead to reduced endogenous production of active 1, 25 OH vitamin D. A study of almost 100,000 Danes showed that carrying the ‘low vitamin D’ genotype conferred an increased risk of cancer and all cause death, but had no effect on cardiovascular mortality [17].
Bone / muscle function / Falls

Vitamin D deficiency is associated with muscle weakness and this compounded by bone density loss leads to the potential for increased falls and fracture risk in older adults [5]. It is suggested that reduced sunlight exposure and presumably Vitamin D levels are associated with cartilage loss and Osteoarthritis [18]. Sarcopenia is also associated with Vitamin D insufficiency [19].

Environmental and geographical effects on UV strength influencing Vitamin D synthesis are implicated in the bone health of the aged. Incident UV at the earth’s surface is reduced at higher latitudes. Hip fracture incidence correlates directly with latitude [20].

Immune System and Insulin Sensitivity

Calcitriol 1, 25 OH D (Vit D 3) is involved in immune system modulation. Numerous autoimmune diseases are associated with vitamin D deficiency including asthma; inflammatory bowel disease, MS and Rheumatoid Arthritis. Some of the effects on immunomodulation are felt to be separate to the effects of UVR [21]. Both UVA and UVB have direct immunosuppressive effects by up regulating TNF alpha, IL-10 and T regulatory cells to offer protection from autoimmune conditions [22].

Vitamin D has been implicated in insulin sensitivity with vitamin D levels being inversely related to insulin resistance in populations including older adults [23]. UV exposure may also reduce obesity and metabolic syndrome independently of Vitamin D [24].

Cancer

Observational and epidemiological studies have shown associations between low vitamin D levels and certain cancers. These observations are not conclusive of causality and remain controversial [25]. Results have been largely inconsistent with the exception of the development and prognosis of colorectal cancer [26].

Whilst low levels of vitamin D are associated with higher rates of malignancy, higher levels do not appear to be protective, again with the exception of colon cancer [16]. Overall, supplementation does not appear to be preventative in a recent Cochrane systematic review [27].

As vitamin D levels are influenced by a number of variables, UVR has been studied to independently assess its effect. A prospective study including people aged up to 71 years demonstrated that, excluding melanoma, UVR exposure was inversely associated with total cancer risk [28].

A case - control study of the whole population of Denmark over the age of 40 demonstrated the unexpected finding of a reduction in both all - cause mortality and myocardial infarction in those with non-melanoma skin cancer [29], a marker for chronic sun exposure.

Similarly, a large prospective cohort study showed that avoidance of sun in Swedish women was associated with a significant increase in all-cause mortality with a 3% population attributable risk of all-cause mortality due to inadequate sun exposure [30].
Skin Cancers

The global incidence of skin cancer continues to rise. The commonest cutaneous cancers can be subdivided into Malignant Melanoma (MM) and Non Melanoma Skin Cancer (NMSC).

Malignant Melanoma (MM)

For the purposes of this review we will refer to cutaneous MM – CMM. All subtypes occur in the elderly but superficial spreading MM is the commonest form diagnosed in older adults. Lentigo maligna melanoma (LMM) is similar to superficial spreading melanoma and is particularly a disease of the elderly. It is associated with chronic sun exposure and tends to develop on classical sites of sun exposure and damage e.g. head, ears, upper torso and arms.

The major MM risk factors are: Caucasian race; type I and II skin (i.e. more likely to burn in the sun); multiple episodes of severe sunburn particularly in childhood; intermittent sunlight exposure or tanning bed use, and the presence of dysplastic naevi.

In those older than 60 years, chronic sun exposure, smoking, large number of melanocytic naevi and a history of prior neoplasia including NMSC are risk factors for CMM as is tumour susceptibility and intense sun exposure [31].

The relationship between sun exposure and melanoma is not straight-forward however with increased sun exposure being associated with melanoma survival [32] and chronic occupational sun exposure correlating inversely with incident melanoma [33].

NMSC

The two commonest forms of non melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) are basal cell carcinomas and squamous cell carcinomas. Sunlight exposure is the major preventable risk factor for these. NMSC are very common. The annual incidence rate is around 260,000 cases [34] in the UK although as many- maybe most- go unreported, this is probably an underestimate. By comparison, there were 331,487 new cases of all other cancer types combined in the UK in 2011 (CRUK figures). Although extremely common, deaths from NMSC are rare. There were 638 such deaths in 2012, mostly due to SCC (CRUK figures).

Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC)
SCC is commoner in men with 60 years being the average age at onset. The risk factors are largely similar to BCC but they tend to occur later in life. SCC is more associated with chronic sun exposure than the intermittent exposure risk seen with BCC and melanoma.

**Basal cell carcinoma (BCC)**

The most common cancer diagnosed in Britain and the USA and predominantly occurs in older Caucasians with > 80% occurring on the head and neck. Not all, however, occur on sun exposed skin.

BCC is associated with higher cumulative sun exposure and intermittent exposure and is similar in that regard to MM.

Older adults may present later due to decreased awareness of lesions or physical limitations affecting their ability to check skin for suspicious lesions.

**Community Dwelling and institutionalised Older Adults Evidence**

Older adults in care home facilities have significantly reduced time outdoors due to a constellation of frailty, reduced opportunity, personal disinclination and weather conditions [35].

Institutionalised older adults also have a high incidence of vitamin D deficiency. Researchers have previously explored providing UV light artificially indoors, the aim being to improve vitamin D levels as an alternative to oral supplementation and the potential side effects of medication and polypharmacy.

Some studies have focused on nursing home residents who specifically have very limited outdoor exposure, if any at all. Artificial UV has been demonstrated to reduce the biomarkers of excessive bone turnover associated with vitamin D deficiency and suppressing secondary hyperparathyroidism [36].

The Concord study from Australia analysed community dwelling older men and found that vitamin D deficiency was prevalent at 43-54% depending on the season despite them residing in a sunny geographical location. Lifestyle factors were highly influential [31].

Heat related illnesses are more likely in older adults exposed to excessive warm sunlight and elevated temperature due to the combination of multimorbidity, impaired auto regulatory mechanisms, behaviours and multiple medications which may impair their homeostatic mechanisms [37].

**Phototherapy – therapeutic benefits of UV - Skin benefits**
Phototherapy is widely used in dermatology as an effective treatment for a number of dermatoses, including psoriasis, atopic dermatitis, localised scleroderma and vitiligo. While treatment with early generation PUVA (psoralen and UVA) carried an increased risk of skin cancer development, this does not appear to be a complication of more modern narrow band UVB treatment [38].

Vascular Disease and UV Exposure

Measured vitamin D levels show a strong inverse association with incident cardiovascular disease and death [8]. However, vitamin D supplementation has been shown in multiple independent randomised trials to have no effect on the development of cardiovascular disease (reviewed by Autier [16] and Judd [39] and individuals with genetically lower vitamin D synthesis have no difference in cardiovascular disease to the wild type population [17]. Vitamin D as well as having biological effects, also acts as a biomarker for sun exposure, and sun exposure may independently have benefits on cardiovascular health [40].

![Diagram of the physiological effects of nitric oxide](image)

**Fig.3.** Some of the physiological effects of nitric oxide

A likely mechanism by which sunlight may benefit cardiovascular health in particular is via nitric oxide release. Nitric oxide has many biological effects as a signalling molecule within the body. One effect is the relaxation of vascular smooth muscle and resultant blood pressure reduction [41].
UVA mobilises nitric oxide and active metabolites from stores within the skin to the systemic circulation where it lowers blood pressure. This effect has been shown to be independent of temperature and Vitamin D synthesis and may help explain the variation in vascular morbidity observed with latitude when adjusting for other confounding variables [42][43].

Enzymatic production of NO is reduced with ageing, as is endothelial function and this decline may be implicated in the increased incidence of hypertension and vascular disease associated with the ageing process. Strategies to address this may have substantial effects on associated diseases rife within the older population [44].

Stroke incidence is affected by sunlight exposure. Analysis of The REGARDS study suggests an effect of sunlight on stroke incidence. An association between increased stroke incidence and lower levels of sun exposure was identified [45].

This Seasonal variation in stroke incidence is particularly observed in those over 65yrs [46].

Mood and Cognition

Keratinocytes produce opiod B-endorphin following UV exposure and this effect may be implicated in tanning ‘addiction’. Sun exposure is associated with improved mood and increased energy levels [47]. Melatonin and serotonin regulation is influenced by sunlight and improvement in cognition is seen with increased sun exposure particularly in depressed individuals [48].

Cosmetic

Photoageing of the skin includes wrinkling, pigmentation, telangiectasias and atrophy in addition to skin cancers. Older women are aware and concerned by the cosmetic effects of photoageing. They demonstrate balanced attitudes to perceived benefits of sun exposure against the potential risks [49].

Cataracts and Macular Degeneration

Ultraviolet radiation is absorbed by the lens and is implicated in cataract development with UV exposure implicated in cortical cataracts in particular. A U-shaped association between early AMD and UVR exposure has been observed with an increased risk for low- and high-exposures [50].

Conclusions

Further scrutiny and study are required regarding the potential benefits of UV radiation based on plausible mechanisms of benefit in addition to harm particularly in the elderly.
There is a need to review recommendations of sun avoidance as this may be to the detriment not only of vitamin D synthesis but also of more relevant health endpoints such as reduced all cause mortality, hip fractures, blood pressure and vascular events.

Older adults should adopt a balanced approach to sun exposure. Behavioural recommendations should be tailored to race/ skin type and geographical location given the variation in UVR with latitude. Public health recommendations may evolve to warn of the dangers of inadequate or insufficient UV exposure in addition to excessive exposure.

Emerging evidence and theories may prompt revision of previously held beliefs and public health advice concerning sun exposure and behaviours of all ages including older adults.

Given the high prevalence of hypertension and vascular disease in the older population, dedicated research into the effects of UVR and NO interplay in vascular pathological processes in this group is of Public Health relevance.

Sun exposure can have harmful effects. Sun avoidance, common in the elderly, is undoubtedly harmful. A balance must be met. Dedicated research in the elderly is required.
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